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Short Description

Product Details:

Understanding the difficulties to get your massive data from a laptop to a desktop or vice versa, ICY DOCK
has creatively developed the MB452 series with a removable tray that's compatible with the ICY DOCK's

MB123UK Series internal drive rack that allows storage drive interchangeabilities between laptop and
desktop platforms. With its sleek exterior, solid construction, the MB452 series is one of the most

convenient storage devices that enable multiple drive accessibility utilizing one simple external housing.
Moreover, the LCD display allows real-time drive monitoring that will protect your data precious drive

within. The front buttons are equipped for you to adjust the temperature that you wish to allow the drive to
operate under. If temperature exceeds it, then both the visual & the audio alarms would indicate

accordingly for your caution. No more clumsy installation procedures in creating a time efficient storage
environment! Also, the storage drive security feature utilizes a power control locking mechanism that

allows users to both power down and lock up the storage drive, making it both inaccessible and
unobtainable to keep the drive fully secured and safe.

 

Suggested Applications

 

Add-on data/media files storage to laptops, graphics & video editing, on field imaging from surveillance
DVR recordings, interchange of data between corporate/school/home workstations, data file backups.

 

Product Features:
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* Host : Plug & Play USB2.0
* Drive Fit : 1 x 3.5" ATA 133 or SATA I & II (optional: SATA tray)

* Duo interface design for both of IDE & SATA Hard Drive (optional SATA tray).
* Advanced drive monitoring system built internally w/ LCD visual & audio indicators

* Multi-drive exchangeability & maintenance capabilities with simple removal of drive tray
* Solid aluminum construction to protect your storage drive and provide the overall cooling

* Warm air Intake fan cooling of drive
* Horizontal/Vertical positioning options with retractable foot stands for vertical lay

* Safeguard key lock capable of power control to disable data accessibility from others
* Interchangeable drive capability, making data accessible as desired when using a PC platform

 

 

Models & Specifications

   

Item Number: Silver MB452UKGF-S

Host Interface USB 2.0

Drive Fit 1 x 3.5" ATA 133 or SATA I & II (optional: SATA tray)

Drive Type Standalone with horizontal or vertical positioning

Transfer Rate up to 480 Mb/sec. via USB 2.0

Insert & Extract connection Via 64 pin industrial DIN converter

Structure Aluminum body w/ partial plastic

Drive Cooling Aluminum heat dispersion w/ 1 x rear outtake fan

LED Indication Real-time drive temp., Drive activity/overheat/MASTER/SLAVE status,
Fan working/failure status, Device usage time record

LED Display Color Bright yellow

Drive Security 3 segment key lock

OS Requirement Windows 98/SE/ME/2000/XP ; Mac OS 9.0 or higher

Dimension (L x W x H) 240 x 162 x 46 mm

Weight 4.20 lbs.

Compatible IDE Tray : Beige 122ABOX (W/LCD) / 123ABOX

Compatible IDE Tray : Black 122ABOX-B (W/LCD) / 123ABOX -B

Compatible IDE Tray : Silver 122ABOX-S (W/LCD) / 123ABOX -B

Compatible SATA Tray : Beige 452SLBOX (W/LCD) / 452SBOX

Compatible SATA Tray : Black 452SLBOX-B (W/LCD) / 452SBOX -B
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Description

Product Details:

Understanding the difficulties to get your massive data from a laptop to a desktop or vice versa, ICY DOCK
has creatively developed the MB452 series with a removable tray that's compatible with the ICY DOCK's

MB123UK Series internal drive rack that allows storage drive interchangeabilities between laptop and
desktop platforms. With its sleek exterior, solid construction, the MB452 series is one of the most

convenient storage devices that enable multiple drive accessibility utilizing one simple external housing.
Moreover, the LCD display allows real-time drive monitoring that will protect your data precious drive

within. The front buttons are equipped for you to adjust the temperature that you wish to allow the drive to
operate under. If temperature exceeds it, then both the visual & the audio alarms would indicate

accordingly for your caution. No more clumsy installation procedures in creating a time efficient storage
environment! Also, the storage drive security feature utilizes a power control locking mechanism that

allows users to both power down and lock up the storage drive, making it both inaccessible and
unobtainable to keep the drive fully secured and safe.

 

Suggested Applications

 

Add-on data/media files storage to laptops, graphics & video editing, on field imaging from surveillance
DVR recordings, interchange of data between corporate/school/home workstations, data file backups.

 

Product Features:

 

* Host : Plug & Play USB2.0
* Drive Fit : 1 x 3.5" ATA 133 or SATA I & II (optional: SATA tray)

* Duo interface design for both of IDE & SATA Hard Drive (optional SATA tray).
* Advanced drive monitoring system built internally w/ LCD visual & audio indicators

* Multi-drive exchangeability & maintenance capabilities with simple removal of drive tray
* Solid aluminum construction to protect your storage drive and provide the overall cooling

* Warm air Intake fan cooling of drive
* Horizontal/Vertical positioning options with retractable foot stands for vertical lay

* Safeguard key lock capable of power control to disable data accessibility from others
* Interchangeable drive capability, making data accessible as desired when using a PC platform

 

 

Models & Specifications
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Item Number: Silver MB452UKGF-S

Host Interface USB 2.0

Drive Fit 1 x 3.5" ATA 133 or SATA I & II (optional: SATA tray)

Drive Type Standalone with horizontal or vertical positioning

Transfer Rate up to 480 Mb/sec. via USB 2.0

Insert & Extract connection Via 64 pin industrial DIN converter

Structure Aluminum body w/ partial plastic

Drive Cooling Aluminum heat dispersion w/ 1 x rear outtake fan

LED Indication Real-time drive temp., Drive activity/overheat/MASTER/SLAVE status,
Fan working/failure status, Device usage time record

LED Display Color Bright yellow

Drive Security 3 segment key lock

OS Requirement Windows 98/SE/ME/2000/XP ; Mac OS 9.0 or higher

Dimension (L x W x H) 240 x 162 x 46 mm

Weight 4.20 lbs.

Compatible IDE Tray : Beige 122ABOX (W/LCD) / 123ABOX

Compatible IDE Tray : Black 122ABOX-B (W/LCD) / 123ABOX -B

Compatible IDE Tray : Silver 122ABOX-S (W/LCD) / 123ABOX -B

Compatible SATA Tray : Beige 452SLBOX (W/LCD) / 452SBOX

Compatible SATA Tray : Black 452SLBOX-B (W/LCD) / 452SBOX -B
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Additional Information

Brand IcyDock

SKU MB452UKGF-S-D

Weight 2.5000

Color Silver

Device Type External SSD/HDD Enclosure

Bay Size 3.5" Bay

Special Price $39.96


